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TECH FORUM
A Very Different Kind
of Computer
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
It wasn’t too long ago that a computer was either a
desktop or a laptop. Then the PDA (personal digital
assistant) gave way to telephones that began to behave
like computers—they even had little keyboards and little
office productivity suites. Soon these phones morphed
into more computer than phone.
Then a couple years ago, something called a netbook
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and model numbers of your
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devices to see how your home-

The tablet has been one of the most overwhelming revo-

secure passwords with the

entertainment setup would

lutions in computer format to ever send shockwaves

built-in password generator

work with Harmony. A full-color

through what is a relatively slowly evolving industry.

and a pattern method for

touchscreen offers a simplified

creating them. There’s an
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computer being introduced. This one’s a little deceptive

enterprise version of the
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and computerized systems.

Chromebook from Google and several hardware manu-

www.splashdata.com
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facturers looks just like a normal laptop or netbook, but

layers, reducing the security

scene. Looking back, these miniature laptops seem to be

Last year, on April 3, a truly new format for computers

And now, this month, there’s another new variety of

it’s as different as cloud computing is from corporate
networks—as different as a set of computing services that
lives outside your computer. It’s stateless computing.
NO OS, NO DRIVES, NO WORRIES
The browser wars, for those who remember them,
weren’t just about who would download Microsoft’s
Internet Explorer and who would choose Netscape’s
continued on next page
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“loading your preferences” is replaced
on a stateless Chrome netbook by an
eight-second boot and an eight-hour
battery life.
Technically, there’s a state the
Chromebook depends on, but that’s
stored in the part of the cloud hosting
your applications and files. By moving
Navigator. Both sides in that conflict understood that the

all of this additional information to the cloud, the computer

browser might one day replace a computer’s operating sys-

can be faster, simpler, and, according to Google, more

tem, and for Microsoft that was a potential death threat. For

secure.

Marc Andreessen and the crew at Netscape, it was an almost
limitless horizon.
The replacement of the OS didn’t happen, but that was

Updates are done automatically and remotely. Security is
achieved by sectioning off all the different applications from
each other in a sandbox environment. If a Chromebook is

more because of the “cloudless” Internet skies than the

found to be infected during the verified bootup, the

architecture of the two browsers. This month, that has

machine is directed to find and load that last known good

changed, but it hasn’t been one of the old combatants who

backup to replace the current environment.

has unplugged the laptop from its operating system. It’s
Google, and the new computer is a Chromebook.
Google’s Chrome is a Web browser as well as an operat-

You don’t load programs ontp your Chrome netbook—
you access them from cloud providers. The desktop is also
on the Web, and your work is saved on the Web “since it has

ing system—Chrome OS. The search company began writ-

more space than any computer.” That can be a scary notion

ing the code for Chrome OS in 2009, releasing the source

for some, but if you ever lose your computer, you won’t lose

code in November of that year and turning the project into

your stuff, even though you might never see that missing

an open source effort called Chromium OS. The reduced

Chromebook again. Likewise, all your stuff is accessible on

hardware requirements for netbooks made those small com-

other computers, and you can even allow a guest to access

puters a possible platform for this new system.

your apps and files. And your Chromebook doesn’t need

The difference between a laptop running a conventional
operating system and a Chromebook running Chrome OS is

virus protection, nor does it need an endless succession of
patches. As Google claims, “It’s a new thought.”

almost metaphysical, at least in a digital sense. The Chrome-

Because a Chromebook is essentially a netbook, you

book is a stateless computing platform, and a Windows net-

won’t be running process-intensive programs like Photo-

book is an example of computing that depends on

Shop on it. At the LinuxWorld and Next Generation Data

remembered states.

Center Expo two years ago, Merrill Lynch’s chief technology

The Webopedia™ defines “stateless” as:
“(adj.) Having no information about what occurred

architect, Jeffrey Birnbaum, explained that the real value of
cloud computing is that it makes programs and files avail-

previously. Most modern [computer] applications main-

able everywhere. The stateless model, he said, “facilitates

tain state, which means that they remember what you

much greater scalability than conventional computing and

were doing last time you ran the application, and they

can be used in conjunction with virtualization to achieve

remember all your configuration settings. This is

maximum data center utilization. Stateless will emerge as a

extremely useful because it means you can mold the

core, basic tenet of what’s in the cloud.”

application to your working habits. The World Wide

But will users accept the limitations of browser-based

Web, on the other hand, is intrinsically stateless because

computing? Wolfgang Gruener of Conceivably Tech has

each request for a new Web page is processed without

warned, “Google has a lot of work to do, but Chrome OS

any knowledge of previous pages requested.”

makes a lot of sense, and if Google does not shoot itself in
the foot, it could light the way to how mainstream comput-

It sounds like the computer that remembers what you
were doing would be a real advantage, but that isn’t always
true. That long bootup while your Windows machine is
68
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ing will look like five or 10 years from now.”
The Chromebook isn’t just the next version of the netbook. It’s a different kind of computer. SF

